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Draft RMAG recommendations to CEHL Board for Co-op feedback
Purpose of this paper:
This paper provides the considerations and rationale for the development of three draft approaches to
setting a new rent model, that the Rent Model Advisory Group (RMAG) believe are consistent with the
terms of reference set by the CEHL Board. Co-ops are now being asked to provide feedback on these
draft approaches by 5:00pm 10 September 2018, before RMAG finalise their recommendations to go the
CEHL Board at their October meeting. To provide feedback to RMAG please input your co-op’s feedback
through the online survey at {link}. If your co-op wishes to provide your feedback in hardcopy please
ensure that your feedback is returned to the CEHL offices at Level 1, 112 Balmain Street Richmond Vic
3121by the 3rd of September 2018.

Introduction:
The CEHL Board established the Rent Model Advisory Group (RMAG) in October 2017 to engage with
program participants and develop a recommended rent model that reflects feedback from Program
participants and aligns with the Program Principles and CEHL Board requirements.
In the RMAG Terms of Reference, the CEHL Board set out a number of non-negotiable requirements,
ensuring that RMAG’s recommended rent model will:
•

Have the provision of long-term, secure, affordable housing as its core purpose

•

Maintain CEHL’s registration as a Housing Association and a charity:
o The Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) which works with the
Australian Tax Office to regulate charities has raised questions about whether our rent
model ensures that subsidy is targeted to households who are eligible under charitable
definition (lower incomes) and avoids subsidy (rent discounts) to households that are not
eligible under charitable definition for subsidy (higher incomes).

•

Meet CEHL’s obligations as a custodian of community assets, including an expectation of sustainable
Program growth:
o

•

Ensure adequate resources to maintain the portfolio of assets:
o

•

Meet the need to increase our maintenance budget to ensure that properties can be
adequately maintained.

Be financially viable:
o

•

This includes the need to ensure that the CEHL property portfolio can meet the changed /
changing needs of co-op members whilst providing a real opportunity to move to properties
more appropriate for member’s circumstances and to attract new members.

The imminent end of the National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) will remove around
$1.5 million of subsidy currently being received by the CEHL program each year. The
amount of subsidy received will start significantly reducing in 2022 and end completely by
2023. A proposed rent model will need to address this reduction in income while meeting
additional needs for maintenance and growth funds.

Support a Co-op Housing Program:
o

Ensuring that co-ops can choose a co-op model that works for them.
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The Rent Model Advisory Group members are:

Bruce Fraser -Rainbow 8 CERC, Alice Rink - Castle CERC, Lila Talarico - Diamond Valley CMC, Julie Gilchrist - Solar City CERC, Matthew Walker - Earth CERC, T.
Raveendiran (Ravi) - Tamil CERC, Ben Neil - Independent Chair and Nicola Foxworthy - CEHL Program Director

The Rent Model Review engagement process has included:





Background papers
An online forum
Nine regional consultation workshops
A conference workshop and an online survey

RMAG has now developed draft recommendations for the CEHL Board and is now seeking feedback from
Co-ops by the 10th September about these draft recommendations. To provide feedback to RMAG please
input your co-op’s feedback through the online survey at {link}. If your co-op wishes to provide your
feedback in hardcopy please ensure that your feedback is returned to the CEHL offices at Level 1, 112
Balmain Street Richmond Vic 3121 by the 3rd of September 2018. This feedback will assist in finalising
the recommendations RMAG will make to the CEHL Board in setting a future rent model for the
program.
RMAG has request CEHL develop resources to support co-ops to provide feedback. These can be found
on our website (see CEHL Rent Model Review) and at https://yourview.cehl.com.au/rent-model-review.

Program subsidy:
Since the CEHL Co-op housing program started, the program has received significant investment from
the Victorian Government to enable the program to provide affordable rent to eligible low income
program participants. The ability to offer assessed (income based) rent to eligible low income
households is a valuable resource for the program. RMAG believes that International Co-op principles
and our Program Principles give us an obligation to use this resource as effectively as possible to ensure
that the opportunity current program participants have for secure and affordable housing is available to
as many eligible current, and future households, as possible.
The Australian Charities and Not-for profit Commission (ACNC)– the regulator of charities – defines
subsidy in our program as any rent that is less than the full market rent. (see appendix 2 for a full
explanation of the ACNC requirements for charities and issues with the current CEHL rent model.)
Currently the program provides more than $13,500,000 in program subsidy to program participants
every year.
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The distribution of current program subsidy to program participants is shown in the table below:
Table 1: Current Program Subsidy
Household income range ($ pa)
0–
19,999

20,000 –
39,999

40,000 –
59,999

60,000 –
79,999

80,000 –
99,999

100,000+

Max Rent –
No Income
Evidence

Grand Total

77

865

230

30

6

3

777

1988

A

# of
Houses
4

$-

$8,268

$19,864

$-

$-

$-

$8,216

$36,348

B

239

$46,020

$278,408

$66,300

$10,036

-$468

$-

$472,628

$872,924

C

825

$233,428

$1,794,832

$400,088

$36,504

$2,288

$14,976

$1,687,088

$4,169,204

D

550

$239,720

$1,957,124

$441,324

$62,452

$4,212

$-

$1,109,368

$3,814,200

E

206

$193,284

$992,212

$221,936

$16,276

$12,012

$-

$578,760

$2,014,480

F

164

$116,220

$1,438,112

$375,440

$46,748

$12,220

$-

$757,276

$2,746,016

Grand
Total

1988

$828,672

$6,468,956

$1,524,952

$172,016

$30,264

$14,976

$4,613,336

$13,653,172

Zone

Much of this subsidy is directed to ensuring that eligible low income households within the program are
offered an assessed rent that does not exceed more than 25% of their base household income before
tax. However, some of this program subsidy is currently being applied in ways that generate what the
ACNC describes as a “private benefit” to households with higher incomes that the ACNC does not assess
as eligible for subsidy. This can result in tenants at higher income levels paying less than 25% of their
household income.
In the data we have examined from 2017, 1002 out of a total of 1998 households (please note: vacant
properties and households whose rent was under review at this time were excluded from this data) paid
rent at the maximum rate. 225 of these households provided detailed evidence of their household
income, allowing CEHL to identify the range of incomes and level of subsidy offered to these households
who are paying maximum rent.
In producing this data, CEHL have excluded the remaining 777 households who did not provide income
details, as estimating the level of subsidy applied to these households causes an inaccurate reporting.
(Please note that many more households submitted complete details in the following year, but this data
was unavailable for analysis at the time these tables were compiled, drawn, Appendix 3 has a full
explanation of this data and the assumptions that have been used to generate the figures).
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Section 1 - Overarching issues
During the rent model review process, RMAG have heard some overarching issues and concerns from
program participants. To avoid misunderstanding and confusion, RMAG have outlined their response to
these issues below:
Table 2: Overall Participant Responses
We heard:
RMAG response
Some program participants are
very fearful that changes to the
current rent model will undermine
affordability for their household

Many program participants do not
have a clear understanding of the
current rent model or the
implications of proposed
approaches
Some program participants have
raised concern that changes to the
rent model may result in the
program no longer being a ‘low –
income program’.

Issues about the financial
sustainability of the program
should be addressed by seeking
more funding from Government
or by reducing costs.

Issues about transition to any new
rent model will be managed

RMAG acknowledges that the CEHL housing program has a strong and deep
commitment to ensuring housing is affordable to low income households
within the program.
RMAG emphasises that recommendations to the CEHL Board will maintain a
clear affordability benchmark (currently 25% of household income) and
transitional arrangements proposed will be designed to avoid unreasonable
impact on households.
The CEHL Board has also clarified that they will not consider adopting any rent
model that doesn’t have a clear affordability benchmark based on household
income.
RMAG will provide clear explanation of data and rationale for the approaches
being recommended.
RMAG has also asked CEHL to develop tools to support co-op discussion and
feedback, including a summary of rent model information provided so far, a set
of FAQs and some suggestions of approaches co-ops might use to develop their
feedback.
The CEHL housing program is a co-op program rather than a low income
program and has always offered housing to households from a range of
incomes, and needs to ensure a mix of incomes in the program to enable a
degree of cross subsidy. The program has a deep commitment to ensuring that
housing is available and affordable to low income households. RMAG believe
that the best way to continue to protect this is by ensuring there is a clear
affordability benchmark, and ensuring that the program capacity for subsidy is
directed to enabling this.
RMAG’s view is that the rent model should:
o maximise rent that can be reasonably achieved within
Program Principles, and
o Ensure that subsidy is flowing to those eligible for it
RMAG is clear that rent is only one part of the program sustainability equation.
The scope of RMAG’s work has been to review the current rent model and
suggest a rent model that maximises revenue reasonably. RMAG’s remit did not
include detailed evaluation of CEHL costs, however RMAG will make a strong
recommendation to the board that an advisory committee be convened to
examine the costs of the Program and CEHL.
RMAG understands that government does not currently provide funding for
operational costs and it is expected that each registered agency will meet these
costs from rent revenue. If any future funds were available, government is
unlikely to consider funding requests from agencies that are not charging rent
in accordance with industry benchmarks. .
RMAG will recommend any increases in rent are introduced in a way that is
manageable for affected households
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Section 2 – Draft model recommendations & rationale
Proposed change 1: Recognition of labour
RMAG recommend that:
 the value of labour provided by co-ops should remain within the program rather than be paid as
rent reductions to individual households.
 the maximum rent applied for CERCs and CMCs will be the same.
 all funds raised through this change stay with each co-op as an interim arrangement until a
review of program costs and services is completed.
 the Board urgently establish a review of program service offerings, costs and benchmarks to
accurately understand service options and constitute an advisory group to develop a company
rent model that enables co-ops to have more choice in the range of services they deliver or
request from CEHL.

Current approach
Currently, the maximum rent for the CERC model is lower than the maximum rent in a CMC model coop. This reduction is intended to reflect labour provided by the CERCs. This means that CERC households
that pay maximum rent receive a reduction in rent for labour regardless of whether the member is
currently undertaking co-op tasks or not, and households on minimum and assessed rent do not receive
any reduction for labour, even when they are undertaking tenancy and maintenance tasks on behalf of
the co-op.

RMAG considerations in reaching this recommendation
The relationship between rent and labour has been explored in the discussion papers, at the 1st round of
regional workshops and at the conference workshop.
Feedback indicated a range of views:
Table 3: Participant Responses: Recognition of Labour

Response

number

Main rationale for response

Yes

33

No

16

Unsure

35

Belief that individual members should not receive rent reduction for
labour – it’s part of program requirement
Belief that value of labour should be received and managed by Co-op not
individual members
Interest in a company rent model that more fairly reflects CERCs choice to
purchase ‘fee for service’ offers so all co-ops will have the same choices at
the same price.
Interest in including co-op resources in the range of choice co-op can
make
Interest in ability to provide co-ops with greater choice of tasks
Interest in ability to provide co-ops with greater flexibility for co-op to
change tasks over time as required
Belief that members should receive a rent reduction for labour
Concerns about CEHL ‘control’
Concern that this approach would undermine active memberships
Some respondents felt they did not have adequate information about this
approach
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RMAG considerations
Table 4: Implications of proposed change for Program, Co-op and Household
Implication for Program
Program framework
No immediate change. The outcome of the proposed review of services and
choice is likely to require a comprehensive process to establish the range of
services to be offered and accurate costings for those services and a new
approach to setting company rent
Roles and responsibilities
No change to co-op roles and responsibilities.
Costs and revenue
This approach would increase revenue to the program, as it would capture
the value of tenancy and maintenance labour within the program rather
than it flowing to individual households. Under the current rent model, the
amount of revenue that would be captured is in the order of $3,449,971.20.
Under current company rent approach that would result in $1,552,487.04
additional revenue to CERCs and $1,897,484.16 to CEHL at the 45% / 55%
split.
Implications for Co-op
Roles and responsibilities
No change to roles and responsibilities
Costs and revenue
Co-op revenue would increase by $1,552,487.04 (at the current CEHL rent
model of 45% retained by CERCs), or by $3,449,971.20 if all revenue
remains with CERCs
Implications for Household
Household rent
This change would affect CERC renters paying maximum rent that currently
pay less than 25% of household income.
Member responsibilities
No change unless co-op changes choice of service delivery

Implementation considerations
CEHL have advised that implementation of this approach could commence at the next household rent
review.

RMAG response to feedback and implications of the change.
RMAG are broadly agreed that this approach:
-

-

-

Addresses Australian Charities National Commission (ACNC) requirements for appropriate
management of subsidy to remove subsidy from higher income households (see ACNC
comments on CEHL rent model at attachment 2)
Supports clear affordability benchmarks and minimises rent increases for lowest income
households.
Generates additional program revenue of $3,449,971.20 without increasing any household rent
beyond a 25% affordability benchmark (see detailed modelling of revenue and affected
households at in this document link: https://yourview.cehl.com.au/28328/documents/80707)
Supports international co-operative principles and Program Principles, as it generates co-op
rather than private benefit
Addresses the significant frustration expressed by any co-ops about the lack of connection
between who is receiving rent reduction and who is actually providing the labour
Is unlikely to result in higher income households leaving the program, as they would pay
equivalent or higher rent in any other programs or in private rental. RMAG believe that the coop housing program offers a number of significant benefits beyond affordable rent, including:
o Security of tenure
o The ability for rent to be reassessed if household income changed.
o The opportunity to be part of a co-op community
o The opportunity to influence the program direction
o The opportunity to influence the management of your housing.
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-

-

Would remove incentives for applicants to seek to join the co-op program because they are
seeking cheaper rent than other programs, rather than because they are interested in a co-op
approach
Will support a future approach that gives co-ops more choice and flexibility in the range of
services they wish to undertake

RMAG is seeking the following feedback from co-ops:




What challenges do co-ops believe might occur as a result of these recommendations and how
might they best be managed?
What transition arrangements would enable co-ops and members to adjust to these changes?
What should be included in the review of program service offerings, costs and benchmarks?
o Eg: Should the review identify the range of services and choices that co-ops would like
to have available? Should Co-op resources, such as access to advice from a CDC or
Property officer be included in the list of services co-ops can choose from? How should
Costs modelling for those services be reflected?
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Proposed change 2: Calculating household rent
RMAG recommend that CEHL adopts the community housing sector benchmarks for income assessment
and setting maximum rents. This would mean that:
1. All income would be assessed as gross income (before tax)
2. Rent would be calculated on an affordability benchmark (as described below) of base income,
15% of supplementary income and 100% of CRA received. There is no recommendation to
change what types of income are included in rent assessment.
3. Maximum rent would be set at the actual market rent of the relevant property
4. Minimum rent would be set by assuming the household receives the maximum Centrelink
entitlement for a household of that composition and circumstance, ensuring that the
households Commonwealth Rent Assistance entitlements are maximised.
RMAG recommend that the program affordability benchmark be set at 25% of main household income,
until program service offerings, costs and benchmarks have been developed and agreed. A review of the
affordability benchmark should be undertaken once this work has been complete to ensure it is
adequate to support ongoing program sustainability.
RMAG recommends that the Board acknowledge that any future affordability benchmark should not
exceed 30% of household income due to the Program‘s commitment to housing low income households
and CEHL’s obligations as a Housing Association.

Current approach
Under the Program current rent policy, household income and household rent is assessed differently for
CERC and CMC model co-ops as outline below.
Table 5: Current Approach to Rent Assessment
Model Income
Main
Supplementary
assessment income income
CEHL
Gross
25%
13%
CMC
(before
model tax)

CEHL
CERC
model

Net
(after tax)

25%

10%

Rent
assistance
100% of
CRA
received

100% of
CRA
received

Minimum rent

Max rent

Based on a rent
assessment assuming
the household
receives the
maximum Centrelink
entitlement for a
household of that
composition and
circumstance, capped
by the annual CPI
increase.
Based on a rent
assessment assuming
the household
receives the
maximum Centrelink
entitlement for a
household of that
composition and
circumstance, capped
by the annual CPI
increase.

Based on 100% of
median market rents
across 6 regions in
2008, then adjusted
by CPI each year

Based on 75% of
median market rents
across 6 regions in
2008, then adjusted
by CPI each year

The rent differences between CERC and CMC models were intended to reflect the different contribution
of labour between the models.
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The rent review clause in CEHL Co-op Agreements currently specifies that household rents cannot
increase more than the annual CPI percentage. This has resulted in distortions in the calculation of both
minimum and maximum rents.
The minimum rent calculation is constrained by the CPI requirement in years where the Centrelink
increase is higher than CPI, which results in minimum rent figure lower than 25% of the base income.
Adjusting the 2008 average market rent figures by no more than CPI each year since 2008, rather than
realigning maximum rent with market rent, has resulted in CEHL maximum rent becoming significantly
lower than market rent in areas of high property value, and close to or higher than market rent in areas
of low property value.
As a result, minimum rent is not an accurate reflection of a 25% base income assessment and maximum
rent is not an accurate reflection of the relevant market rent.

RMAG considerations in reaching this recommendation
The relationship between rent and income assessment and rent and property location, amenity and
condition has been explored in the background papers, at the 1st round of regional workshops, on the
rent model online forum and at the conference workshop.
Feedback indicated a range of views:
Table 6: Participant responses – Rent and Income Assessment
Response
number
Main rationale for response
Yes
42
Additional revenue would support maintain and new property acquisition
Gross income assessment represents historic practice, prior to 2008.
This approach reflects current public housing income assessment
approach
No
23
Belief that people shouldn’t be charged money they don’t have, because
it’s been paid in tax
Concern that reduced rent is important to attract and retain good
members
Unsure

41

Many people did not understand the current income assessment model
and the difference between gross and net rent
Some people were worried about the level of impact on low income
households

Table 7: Participant responses – Rent and Market Rent
Response
number
Main rationale for response
Yes
37
Additional revenue would support maintain and new property acquisition
This approach reflects current Community housing sector benchmarks
This approach, capped at 25% of household income, provides a fair and
consistent affordable rent for all households
No
41
Concern that higher income members may leave the program if their rent
raises to market rent, or close to that
Concern that reduced rent is important to attract and retain good
members
Belief that the market rent is an inappropriate comparator for the CEHL
program
Some people misunderstood the proposed approach and were concerned
that low income people would be required to pay market rent.
Unsure
26
Many people did not understand the current rent model or what a direct
relationship to market rent meant.
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Some people were worried about the level of impact on low income
households
RMAG also considered approaches to income assessment and rent setting used by Victorian Public Housing and the
Victorian Community Housing Sector. This assessment identified that the CEHL Co-op program rent model varied
significantly from the approach taken by the rest of the sector:
Table 8: Income based rent models
Program
Eligibility
assessed on
Public housing
Gross
household
income
limits
Victorian
Gross
community
household
housing sector
income
limits
CEHL CMC model Gross
household
income
limits
CEHL CERC model Gross
household
income
limits

Income
assessment

Main income

Supplementary
income

Rent assistance

Gross (before
tax)

25%

15%

Not charged Tenant not eligible
to receive CRA

Gross
(before tax)

25%- 30%
depending on
agency and
program
25%

15%

100% of CRA
received

13%

100% of CRA
received

25%

10%

100% of CRA
received

Gross
(before tax)

Net
(after tax)

Table 9: Implications of change for Program, Co-op and Household
Program
Program
Need to develop a new rent model and remove reference to rent setting (including CPI
framework
increase) from CCA
Need to establish market rents for all properties, and regular market rent review process
Roles and
No change
responsibilities
Costs and
A conservative estimate assumes that this change will not result in the majority of current
revenue
maximum rent paying market rent. This data (See appendix 3) suggests the additional
program revenue from this change will be in the order of $2,286,245.00.
This additional revenue is enough to replace reducing NRAS subsidy and will support
increased program maintenance and property acquisition.
Co-op
Roles and
No change
responsibilities
Costs and
The additional Co-op income from this approach is estimated to be around $1,000,000
revenue
Household
Household rent This approach results in small changes for minimum rent households as the removal of
the CPI constraint adjusts the minimum rent calculation to 25% of main household
income and adoption of the public housing benchmark
Model
Number of
Overall effect
Range of effects % of base
households
(weekly)
per household
household
affected
on rent per
gross
week
income
CMC min
19 renters
$1,119 program
$1 - $66
25% & 15%
rent
income ,
FTB
households
$6.30 average
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increase /
household *

E.g 90% of
households
increase of less
than $5.
6% of
households
increase of
between $21$80
Other increases
lie between
these ranges.

CERC min
rent
households

98 renters

$868 program
income,
$8.90 average
increase /
household *

$-1 -42

25% & 15%
FTB

E.g 50% of
households
increase of less
than $5.
10% of
households
increase of
between $21$80
Other increases
lie between
these ranges.
With 2 % of
households
seeing
decreases.

This approach increases household rent for some moderate and high income earners
households:
Model
Number
Overall Effect (weekly)
Range of
% of base
affected
increase
household
gross
income
CMC – assessed
35
$173 program income, $-1 to $31
25% & 15%
rent households
$4.70 average increase
FTB
/household *
E.g 70% of
households
increase of
less than
$5.
3% of
households
increase of
between
$21-$80
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Other
increases lie
between
these
ranges.

CMC – Max rent
households with
evidence (change
to max rent)

CERC – assessed
rent households
(Net to gross
income calc)

CERC – Max rent
households with
evidence (Net to
gross income calc
and change to
max rent

7

134

131

$166 program income
$23.70 average
increase/household *

$2,076 program
income.
$15.50 average
increase /household *

$5,540 Program
Income
$42.30 average
increase /household

6% of
households
see
decreases
$5 to $37

25% & 15%
FTB

E.g 30% of
households
increase of
less than
$5.
70% of
households
increase of
between
$21-$80
Other
increases lie
between
these
ranges.
$-1 to $82

25% & 15%
FTB

E.g 6% of
households
increase of
less than
$5.
20% of
households
increase of
between
$21-$80
Other
increases lie
between
these
ranges.
With 2% of
households
seeing
decreases
$1 to $235

25% & 15%
FTB

E.g 9% of
households
increase of
less than
$5.
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60% of
households
increase of
between
$21-$80
And 11% of
households
seeing an
increase
above $81.
Other
increases lie
between
these
ranges.
Member
responsibilities
Notes

No change
*This effect is spread over all affected households in the Program. The amount of increase
per week does not necessarily represent what an individual household will pay.
** The effect on 777 households who currently pay maximum rent but have not supplied
income evidence cannot be assessed and have been excluded from the comments above.

RMAG response to feedback and implications of the change.
RMAG are broadly agreed that this approach:
- Can be implemented without requiring any household to pay more than public housing tenants in
equivalent circumstances. (see detailed modelling
athttps://yourview.cehl.com.au/28328/documents/80707)
- Appropriately addresses variations in actual property locations, amenity and condition while
ensuring lower income households are not unreasonable affected. RMAG believes that reference to
the private housing market is appropriate for the CEHL co-op housing program because:
o the program needs to buy and sell properties in that market
o it ensures that program subsidy is targeted to eligible households.
o Households will continue to pay no more than the affordable rent benchmark for their
household income.
- Is unlikely to result in higher income households leaving the program, as they would pay equivalent
or higher rent in any other programs or in private rental. RMAG believe that the co-op housing
program offers members a number of significant benefits beyond affordability rent, including:
o security of tenure within the program
o the ability for rent to be reassessed if household income changes
o the opportunity to be part of a co-op community
o the opportunity to influence program direction and decisions
- Would support the flow of subsidy to eligible households and is consistent with the expectations of
the ACNC
- Would generate additional revenue to support program sustainability, (see detailed modelling at
appendix 3) including
o replacement of NRAS subsidy as it declines
o significant increase in ability to address outstanding maintenance needs and develop an
effective proactive maintenance program
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o

-

increase in acquisition capacity to address enable program property portfolio and allocation
to address co-op aspirations
Would align the CEHL co-op housing program’s income assessment with the approach applied by
the rest of the Victorian Community Housing sector
Would remove incentives for applicants to seek to join the co-op program because they are seeking
cheaper rent than other housing programs, rather than because they are interested in a co-op
approach

Implementation considerations
CEHL have advised that implementation of this recommendation would need to be staged over 12 to 24
months. Full implementation of this approach will require a change to the CCA, to remove the clause
capping rent increases CPI.

RMAG is seeking the following feedback from co-ops:






Do you support bringing the assessment of supplementary income (family payment, youth
allowance), defined by the current rent manual, into line with public housing and community
housing approaches?
Are there any alternatives other than setting maximum rent at market rent that would meet the
requirements of RMAG?
How should we determine market rent? E.g. by individual property assessment, DHHS guides,
suburb averages etc?
What transitional arrangements should be considered?
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Proposed change 3: Allowing households to choose to have additional bedrooms.
RMAG recommends that where a household requests an additional bedroom beyond bedroom eligibility
then additional rent should be charged. No household should be required to pay additional rent,
however, unless they have refused an offer of an appropriate alternative property that matches their
bedroom eligibility. Where a household chooses to remain in a property with additional bedrooms after
an appropriate alternative has been offered, the additional rent charged should not exceed the market
value of the additional bedrooms.
RMAG also recommend that households be able to nominate how many bedrooms they would like to
have at the start of any new tenancy, as well as when offered a transfer to meet changing household
circumstances, provided that the rent reflects the market price of any bedroom beyond the household’s
bedroom allocation eligibility.
These recommendations do not change the provisions within the Appropriate Use of Property Program
Policy.
Current approach
The current rent model does not allow a household to choose to have additional bedrooms. Bedroom
allocation is assessed at the commencement of any new tenancy, including program transfers. A
household must be granted a bedroom allocation exemption to be allocated a property that is bigger
than the bedroom allocation specified for that household under the program bedroom allocation policy.
RMAG considerations in reaching this recommendation
The relationship between rent and utilisations has been explored in the discussion papers, at the 1st
round of regional workshops and at the conference workshop.
Feedback indicated a range of views:
Table 10: Participant Responses – Additional Bedrooms
Response
number
Main rationale for response
Yes
42
Appropriate way to enable members to have wider choice
Appropriate so long as members can use the room as they choose
including generating income from them– eg: home businesses, Air
BnB/borders
Some respondents felt market value was appropriate
Many respondent felt that there should be a charge, but it shouldn’t be a
market value
No
37
Concern that ‘downsize’ properties are not currently available
Concern that alternative offer will not be in same area or same co-op
Concern that need to relocate will remove people from their communities
Belief that there shouldn’t be any charge for additional rooms
Program offered ‘home for life’
Unsure
15
Unsure about how alternative accommodation offers are made
Unsure about how additional costs should be calculated
Table 11: Implications of change for Program, Co-op and Household:
Program
Program framework
Requires revised bedroom allocation policy
Requires new methodology for costing additional bedrooms
Requires clarification of policy on use of additional rooms, especially
regarding borders/short term tenants.
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Roles and responsibilities

Costs and revenue

Co-op
Roles and responsibilities

Costs and revenue

Household
Household property
allocations

Household rent

Member responsibilities

No change – co-ops will continue to identify their co-ops property
allocations aspirations, and CEHL will continue to work to address those
aspirations.
Some increase in program revenue, resulting from household choice of
additional bedrooms. This full potential of this increase is in the order of
$1,365,000 per year. However, this amount of program revenue is very
unlikely to ever be fully generated as it will take some years for appropriate
alternative accommodation to be available and many household may elect
to downsize rather than pay for additional rooms.
Identify and reflect the property allocations needed to reflect member’s
bedroom requirements, given new policy. This may require updating Co-op
Plans.
The potential additional program revenue from this approach is estimated
above. However, it is extremely difficult to assess how much of this
potential would actually be generated and how much would flow to co-ops.
No change for households where property size is within maximum bedroom
allocation eligibility
Where property size is above maximum bedroom allocation, households
choosing not to pay for additional rooms would need to relocate to an
appropriate alternative, when an appropriate alternative becomes available
and is offered.
No change to household rent for households that do not want additional
bedrooms.
Household rent would increase by around 20% of the market rent per room
for households choosing additional bedroom allocations
Need to confirm household bedrooms requirement

Implementation considerations
CEHL have advised that implementation of this recommendation is likely to be incremental, as the
development of appropriate alternative properties would take some considerable time. A methodology
to determine a cost for an additional room cannot be based in individual market rents, and will reference
average property rents for the relevant number of bedroom.

RMAG response to feedback and implications of the change.
RMAG are broadly agreed that this approach:
-

-

Allows for households to have real choice in property allocation
Allocates subsidy appropriately
Can apply the existing Appropriate Alternative Accommodation Program Policy to ensure alternative
offers are appropriate to the household and the co-op, including recognising and retaining access to
community services and networks.
Makes best use of the property portfolio and address the program need to be a custodian of
community investment in housing outcomes.

RMAG is seeking the following feedback from co-ops:



What level of relocation assistance is required from the program, where a household chooses to
move?
Should members be able to choose to pay for extra bedrooms:
o on the beginning of a new lease?,
o when requesting a transfer?
o if they don’t wish to be offered an appropriate alternative property
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How should the market price for each bedroom be calculated?
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Conclusion
RMAG believes the considerations and draft recommendations in this paper address the feedback from
Program participants and align with the Program Principles and CEHL Board requirements.
If these recommendations were adopted, the distribution of current program subsidy to program
participants would be approximate to the figures in the table below:

0–
19,999

Household income range ($ pa)
20,000 –
40,000 –
60,000
39,999
59,999
–
79,999

77

865

230

30

6

3

A
B
C

# of
Houses
4
239
825

Max Rent
– No
Income
Evidence
777

$$44,668
$229,788

$8,268
$245,856
$1,705,392

$15,288
$19,552
$246,584

$$$676

$$$-

$$$-

$4,108
$236,314
$843,544

$27,664
$546,390
$3,025,984

D

550

$236,548

$1,903,720

$370,500

$18,408

$-

$-

$665,621

$3,194,797

E

206

$184,080

$972,036

$199,316

$2,080

$-

$-

$376,194

$1,733,706

F

164

$116,220

$1,425,996

$341,952

$35,204

$-

$-

$567,957

$2,487,329

Grand
Total

1988

$811,304

$6,261,268

$1,193,192

$56,368

$-

$-

$2,693,738

$11,015,870

Zone

80,000
–
99,999

100,000+

Grand Total

1988

Note: Households paying maximum rent who have not provided evidence of income have been treated as a single group. This
figure is indicative only as prediction is difficult where income details are unknown.

This change would reduce the amount of subsidy provided and increase revenue available for
maintenance and property acquisition to meet co-op needs, while still ensuring that no household paid
more than 25% of their base household income (before tax).
RMAG is now seeking feedback from Co-ops about these draft recommendations by 5:00pm 10
September. To provide feedback to RMAG please input your co-op’s feedback through the online survey
at {link}. If your co-op wishes to provide your feedback in hardcopy please ensure that your feedback is
returned to the CEHL offices at Level 1, 112 Balmain Street Richmond Vic 3121 by the 3rd of September
2018. This feedback will be used to finalise the recommendations RMAG will make to the CEHL Board in
October about setting a future rent model for the program.
For further information about how to provide feedback or resources to support co-ops developing their
feedback, please see the Have Your Say page on the CEHL website here or contact your allocated Co-op
Development Coordinator.
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Appendix 1 – Board requirements of RMAG rent model considerations
Board Requirement
Maintain CEHL’s registration as a Housing
Association
Maintain CEHL’s registration as a charity

Meet CEHL’s obligations as a custodian of
community assets, including an expectation
of sustainable Program growth

Be financially viable

What does this mean for RMAG Rent Model Considerations?
 Must meet Registrar performance standards, including
requirement to have rent policies affordable to low income
households
 Must meet charitable status requirements – core business
focussed on housing for low income people
 Subsidy (defined as variation from market rent) is allocated
appropriately – ie to eligible low income households







Have the provision of long-term, secure,
affordable housing as its core purpose




Support a Co-op Housing Program





Ensure adequate resources to maintain the
portfolio of assets




Use portfolio as effectively as possible to meet current and
future affordable housing demand from eligible households,
including property utilisation, access to subsidy and
sustainable growth
Maintain asset effectively
Maintain and grow asset portfolio value
Maximise revenue that can reasonably be generated from
rent within the Program Principles
Ensure that any discount for labour offered reflects cost of
service delivery and compliance requirements
Ensure rent model is suitable for a long term affordable
housing program
Ensure rent model can reflect co-ops and members changing
needs and circumstances
Ensure rent model supports provision of co-op resources
Ensure rent model supports member co-ops choosing a coop model/level of responsibility that best suits their
needs/aspirations
Ensure rent model can reflect a range of housing types
including sites with shared facilities/infrastructure
Maximise revenue that can reasonably be generated from
rent within the Program Principles
Ensure that any discount for labour offered reflects cost of
service delivery and compliance requirements
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Appendix 2 - ACNC requirements and issues with the current CEHL rent
model.
Rent Model Review – Supporting Paper
Why is CEHL a registered charity?
One of the CEHL Board’s non-negotiables for the rent model review process is that CEHL must remain a
registered charity in order to preserve substantial financial benefits that underpin the financial viability
of the program.
To be a Registered Housing Association in Victoria, CEHL is required to be a non-profit body operating as
a rental housing agency. 1 Also, rent paid by members to their co-ops is not treated as assessable income
for the purposes of income/company tax. Net income from other sources however is assessable and
subject to income/company tax.2
The Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) is the independent national regulator of
charities that works with the Australian Tax Office to determine eligibility for charitable status.
While a non-profit body does not need to be a charity, a charity needs to be non-profit. While there are
benefits to the program in operating as a non-profit body, CEHL is a registered charity because its
activities are deemed charitable, and as a result, there are a wide range of financial benefits that flow
from this that enable the program to offer subsidised rent to low income households. 3
CEHL is also a Public Benevolent Institution, with Deductible Gift Recipient status, which is a type of
charitable institution allowing it to receive tax-deductible donations.
The financial benefits to the program in being a charitable non-profit include:










Income/company tax is not paid on any operating surpluses
Goods and Services Tax (GST) of 10% is not paid on goods or services or that attract GST
(e.g. contracted maintenance services, purchase of new residential property)
Land Tax (Up to 0.8% of the value of property annually, this would cost the program
$7m per year)
No stamp duty is paid on property purchases (Stamp duty is up to 5.5% of the purchase
price of a property)
No capital gains tax is paid on property value gains
Some council rates exemptions
Payroll Tax (4.85% of CEHL gross salaries plus superannuation)
Fringe Benefit Tax (FBT) exemptions for CEHL employees (the community sector pays
lower wages than the commercial sector – having some tax advantages for employees
allows CEHL to attract and retain employees that can earn higher wages with
commercial employers)

1

Housing Act 1983, Schedule 7 (p180)
https://www.ato.gov.au/Non-profit/Your-organisation/In-detail/Income-tax/Mutuality-and-taxableincome/?anchor=Mutualityprinciple#Mutualityprinciple
3
Common Equity Housing Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue (Vic) (1996) 96 ATC 4598
2
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All co-ops in the CEHL program rely upon specific tax rules so that they are not liable for income tax. 4 If
member co-ops can also demonstrate that they are charitable, the main financial benefit flowing to the
program is that co-ops are not required to pay GST on goods or services that attract GST. This is mainly
responsive and cyclical maintenance.
The charitable registration of co-ops and CEHL means that the following must continue to be
consistently demonstrated:


Be not-for-profit;



Have only charitable purposes that are for the public benefit;



Be complying with ACNC governance standards;



Not have any disqualifying purposes (for example engaging in, or promoting activities that are
unlawful or contrary to public policy or promote or oppose a political party or candidate for
political office), and



Not be an individual, political party or government entity.5

Charities must be for the ‘public benefit’. This means that they must benefit the general community or a
sufficient section of the community in our case, the CEHL housing program. An organisation will not be
charitable if it provides financial benefit for its members individually. Subsidy provided for higher income
earners is seen as a private benefit.
An important aspect for CEHL to retain charitable status is that subsidy must only flow to members who
are charitably entitled to it (e.g. lower income, disadvantaged, aged); otherwise the program can be
considered providing private benefit, risking the ACNC’s charitable registration of co-ops and CEHL.
A challenge with the current maximum rent capping in the CEHL rent model, is that higher income
households that have the financial capacity to pay market rent, can sometimes pay below market rent
which is considered to be an inappropriate subsidy by the ACNC.

4

Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth), Division 9, s117

5

http://www.acnc.gov.au/ACNC/Register_my_charity/Who_can_register/ACNC/Reg/Who_can_register.aspx
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Conclusion
Charitable status supports financial sustainability of the CEHL housing program.
In any deliberation of the rent model, consideration must be given to the issue of private benefit and the
entitlement to subsidy across the program, as risk to the charitable status of the program would
undermine the financial viability of the program.
Lack of financial viability would mean that the program could no longer meet the performance standards
required of the Housing Registrar and the program would no longer have the ability to control its
housing assets.
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Appendix 3 – Explanation of Rent Data Modelling
The Data Set
The data that forms the basis of the analysis done by RMAG is a full download of the CEHL Rent
Database from July 2017. This data set has been used throughout the rent model review process in order
to ensure that the basic information remains the same throughout the Rent Model Review process. All
scenario modelling takes into account all relevant Housing Registrar, corporation, tax and charitable
reporting requirements.
The Draft Recommendations Paper uses the following definitions:
• Market rent is the rent charged in the private rental market.
• CEHL maximum rent is the rent currently specified in the rent policy, established in 2008,
based on median market rents at that time in specific locations and adjusted by CPI each year.
• CEHL assessed rent is the rent charged to households where maximum rent would be more
than 25% of their household income. Under the current rent policy, household income for
CERC households is calculated on net income and a lower proportion of family tax benefits,
while for CMC households, it is calculated on gross income and a slightly higher proportion of
family tax benefits.
• CEHL minimum rent is the lowest rent charged for a property, based on 25% of typical
Centrelink income and 100% of CRA for the relevant household composition
The data set is made up of 1998 households. Of these households:


547 are on minimum rent



439 are on assessed rent



1002 are on max rent
o

Of the 1002 households on max rent there are 777 for whom the data set has no
income evidence.

o

This data does not include households whose rent was under review or properties that
were vacant at the time of data collection.

Data Assumptions
The following assumptions have been applied to the data in order to generate the figures in the paper.
1. All data is examined using data analysis of the entire database. This means that specific cases
may not meet the exact figures due to data outliers. The margin of error in the data analysis is
less than 5%.
2. Commonwealth Rent Assistance (CRA) is based on the maximum rate applicable as of the 29th of
May 2018.
3. Supplementary income is calculated as being Family Tax Benefits A & B
(https://www.dss.gov.au/families-and-children/benefits-payments/family-tax-benefit) as well as
any dependant rate of Youth Allowance
(https://www.humanservices.gov.au/individuals/services/centrelink/youth-allowance).
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4. All market rents are based on the DHHS Local Government Arear (LGA) median prices for those
areas. Please see here for more information: https://dhhs.vic.gov.au/publications/rental-report.
5. Statutory Min Rent:
a. A rounded up value based on calculated base income at Australian Government
payments level. Whereas the minimum rent calculations used in the current rent model
have been artificially capped at CPI.
b. There is no significant difference in the increase in dollar value when the Statutory Min
Rent is compared against the previous year’s published Minimum Rent for each
household type.
c. Statutory Minimum rent has been used throughout the modelling to calculate minimum
rents.
6. For households paying maximum rent, where we do not have any audited documentation or
confirmation of their income.
a. For these households we have retained them as an individual category so that the
impact on other categories of renters can be assessed and viewed clearly.
b. Where maximum rent is set at market rent in the new model we have applied a
conservative assumption in order to not overestimate the amount that these
households will be paying. The conservative assumption are as follows:
i. Households with no income evidence will pay a certain percentage less than full
market rent but more than the current maximum rent for that zone.
ii. In Zone A, B, and C Households with no income evidence will pay 50% of the
increase from current maximum rent to full market rent.
iii. In Zone D Households with no income evidence will pay 40% of the increase
from current maximum rent to full market rent.
iv. In Zone E Households with no income evidence will pay 35% of the increase
from current maximum rent to full market rent.
v. In Zone F Households with no income evidence will pay 25% of the increase
from current maximum rent to full market rent.
c. It has been calculated that the new program average weekly household rent payable is
around $150. The percentages used above have been selected to meet this benchmark.
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